So l ong, f arewell
Former champions talk to Marianka Swain
about retirement and life after competition
Photographs by Ron Self
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Michael Malitowski
and Joanna Leunis
retired at Blackpool
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RETIREMENT

T

his is a landmark
dancer departure
year, from Latin
superstars Michael
Malitowski and Joanna
Leunis bowing out at
Blackpool to Sylvie Guillem
and Carlos Acosta exiting
the stage. It won’t be the
last we’ll see of them, but
the end of an era is always a
wrench, says Karen Hardy.
“It was the most traumatic,
upsetting, heartbreaking
decision I’ve ever made,”

Stepping out of the
spotlight this year
at Blackpool were
Slovenian pairings
Jurij and Jagoda Batagelj
and Andrej Skufca
and Melinda Torokgyorgy

SO LONG, FAREWELL

A helping hand

“We support and empower dancers of all styles
across the UK, equipping them with tools,
knowledge and confidence to navigate big career
transitions,” explains Dancers’ Career Development
(DCD) executive director Jennifer Curry.
“Everyone has a different path – they might come
to a turning point, start a family, or get injured –
but the important thing is it’s a journey. The more
gradual the better, so be proactive. Investigate
courses along the way – qualifications give you
options – and we can help identify dancers’ many
transferable skills, like focus, resilience, work ethic,
team ethos and non-verbal communication.”
Jennifer says dancers retiring comparatively young
is an opportunity: “You get a whole second life and
career. We’ve seen dancers become industry leaders,
as choreographers and administrators, or do anything
from accountancy and scuba instruction to dry-stone
walling! It’s sometimes viewed negatively – ‘If I’m not
a dancer, who am I?’ – but you’ll always be a dancer;
no one can take that away from you. What’s great is
you get to add a new dimension with another role.”
Jennifer welcomes enquiries from all dancers,
whether nearing retirement or at the start of their
careers. Contact the DCD and find out more about
programmes and events at www.thedcd.org.uk

she recalls of her retirement
from professional Latin. “The
hardest thing was calling
Mum. She’d been there from
the beginning, following my
career, driving it forward.
I remember that moment
so vividly. You just cry and
cry. You know it’s the right
decision, but it’s awful. Then
you go to competitions where
you’ve battled so hard, and
have to just sit there in the
audience. It took me a good
couple of years to recover.”
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Karen’s decision was
due to “unbelievable
pressure from being that
high up” and a punishing
schedule. “Dancing is
24/7,” agrees Richard
Gleave. “After Janet and I
won our eighth ballroom
British Championships, we
knew it was time. Bill Irvine
announced it and we did
an honour foxtrot – it was
a wonderful evening.”
Richard was one of the
first to retire at Blackpool,
but says the farewell letter
tradition began in 1994.
“John Wood and Anne Lewis
retired at the team match
and they started it: that lovely
homage to the industry.”
David Sycamore and
partner Denise Weaver
also planned retirement to
coincide with the Blackpool
team match, “as we were
fortunate enough to be British
team members for ten years.
It felt like the right time and
place to end our competitive
careers. The reception to our
announcement is something
we’ll always remember.”
The couple then
performed for a further
11 years “because we
enjoyed it so much. We
were never tempted to
return to competing – we
were working on different
types of choreography for
cabaret, and competition is
so much more restrictive.”
Coaching, which they’d
already done while

competing, was a natural
step, as was judging, though
David remembers the strange
sensation of “judging dancers
who were – just a short
time ago – rivals!” Richard
reports a similarly smooth
transition, travelling the world
demonstrating and teaching.
Karen channelled her
passion into coaching,
but desperately missed
performance. “Most couples
gradually wind down – for
me, it was an overnight

stop. I missed putting my
shoes on, tanning, dressing,
experiencing that audience
appreciation of what you’ve
created. That’s why I did
Strictly – I felt I hadn’t done
my last dance. Now, you
couldn’t pay me to get on the
floor! I’m so impressed by my
students, and the balance
has shifted: my imagination
is superior to what I could
physically achieve.”
Shirley Ballas also felt
she wasn’t ready to leave,

Shock endings

“The Batageljs leaving at the British Open was an
enormous shock, as they were on the crest of a
wave in terms of performance and results. But I
sympathise with their desire to concentrate on other
forms and aspects of dance.” David Sycamore
“Lots of people were surprised by Carmen and Bryan
stepping down (pictured above), but they’d won so
many titles by then. There’s a finite time for competitive
motivation. The surprise is probably more that people
are sad to see great champions go.” Richard Gleave
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David Sycamore
and Denise Weavers

Marcus Hilton reads out a
retirement letter at Blackpool

despite industry pressure,
after parting with Sammy
Stopford. “He said I’d be a
wallflower, so my driving goal
became to beat him, which
Corky and I did in 1995. Once
I’d achieved that on my own
terms, I was ready. And my
ten-year-old son Mark was
very gifted, so I could focus
on his career – that filled
the void. I wanted to give
him the time he’d given me.
“You shouldn’t feel forced
out, but equally don’t cling on.
I wanted to be remembered
as a brilliant dancer, not one
whose standard plummeted
or who stopped others
coming up.” Karen agrees:

Marcus and Karen Hilton
retired from competition
themselves in 1999

Top tips for retiring dancers
“Look upon this stage not as the end of a competitive
career, but the beginning of a time when you
can develop your understanding and pass that
on. You’ll also come to realise there are other things
in life besides dancing!” David Sycamore
“Make a plan. Think about where you want to end – it can
be a competition that’s personal to you. Acknowledge
your teachers for all their great training and say goodbye
to friends. Make it a wonderful full stop, and then
start the next chapter of your life.” Karen Hardy

“It would be great to have
multiple world champs
per decade promoting
dancing around the world
– sadly, some stay just to

Bowing out gracefully
“Alan and Hazel Fletcher were a very inspiring team
– I always wanted to be like them. They conducted
themselves gracefully, retired with dignity and at the right
time. They were amazing role models as well as champions
– the professionals’ professionals.” Shirley Ballas
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outlast rivals. Plus there
are so many opportunities
now, with theatre and
TV. Dancers might finish
competitive careers sooner
to take advantage.”
Ultimately, says Richard,
you should enjoy every
minute and be grateful.
“However long it lasts, we’re
incredibly lucky to get to do
something we love.” Karen
adds: “You can carry that
joy with you forever.” l

